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Chained up in the hold of a French warship, Lusignan’s only hope of escape rests with his captor - Captain Paul. A man
with a mysterious past, Captain Paul is transporting Lusignan to exile in the West Indies. Little does he know that his
mission is a sham. His prisoner is an innocent man, framed because he fell in love with a Count's daughter. Once the
truth is revealed, Paul and Lusignan return to France, determined to seek justice. Inspired by the real life of American
Revolutionary War hero John Paul Jones, "Captain Paul" is a rollicking melodrama, packed with action and romance. A
fine precursor to Dumas’ later classics, it's especially recommended for fans of naval adventures, like C.S. Forester’s
"Hornblower" series. Alexandre Dumas (1802 - 1870) was a hugely popular 19th Century French writer. Born of mixed
French and Haitian heritage, Dumas first rose to prominence in Paris as a playwright, but later gained international fame
with his historical fiction. Often co-authored with other writers, these stories wove together swashbuckling adventure,
romance, and real events from France’s past. Among the best known are "The Three Musketeers", and its sequels
"Twenty Years After", and "Le Vicomte de Bragelonne: Ten Years Later". Set across four decades, this trilogy follows the
rise of the dashing D’Artagnan—from hot-headed soldier to trusted captain under Louis XIV. Dumas’ other novels include
"The Count of Monte Cristo" and "The Black Tulip". His works have been adapted into more than 200 movies, including
The Man in the Iron Mask starring Leonardo DiCaprio.
Paris Kids Travel Journal - Keepsake Vacation Diary for Children to Write In with Prompts Help your children capture
precious moments while they're travelling to beautiful places with this gorgeous diary. Interior includes: Date, location and
weather How was the day: Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write, draw, sketch
or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what they've learned and their favorite
memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100 pages This is a handy
travel journal for children. Grab a copy today!
**Winner of the Moonbeam Children's Book Award Gold Medal for Activity Book — Education, Science, History** This
family-friendly Philippines children's book is packed with fun facts about Filipino culture, history, and daily life! All About
the Philippines takes you on an incredible journey across the colorful island nation of the Philippines with Mary, Jaime,
and Ari—three Filipino cousins who look entirely different and yet are the best of friends. You'll visit their homes, their
schools, their families, their favorite places, and much more. They'll show you how kids in different parts of the
Philippines come from many different ethnic groups and have very various cultures—each with separate traditions,
languages, and beliefs—and yet, they are all 100% Filipino! This children's book, aimed at kids ages 8 to 12, brings them
on an exciting trip through some of the most fascinating islands on earth. Join Mary, Jaime and Ari to see the how
earthquakes, typhoons and other natural events can be scary and yet also make the islands beautiful and full of life.
Check out Filipino games, and make a sipa—the Philippines's version of a hacky-sack. Experience the festivals and foods
of different cultures found in the Philippines, and try a few easy recipes. Make a parol—a Filipino holiday decoration that
you can enjoy all year long. Learn about the conquistadors and traders who came to these islands many centuries ago.
Learn how peoples who speak very different languages can communicate when they meet. And a lot more! Along with
fun facts, you'll learn about the spirit of the Philippines that makes this country and its people unique. This is a book for
families or classrooms to enjoy together.
Kids Travel Journal China Capture your children special moments while they're travelling with this cute diary. Interior
includes: Date, location and weather How was the day: Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today
we...(options to write, draw, sketch or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what
they've learned and their favorite memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total
of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal for children. Grab a copy today!
Pages for maps, daily activities, favorite events, cool new sayings and more! Take a Kids' Travel Journal on your next
trip. It may turn out to be the best souvenir ever!
A perfect book for your kids to record memories, write stories of their amazing holidays adventures and vacation
experiences. Help your child discover his/her inner travel writer. Perfect for writing, sketching, doodling and much more.
Product Details: Personalize your travel journal on the first page. Print sized 6" x 9" (15.24cm x 22.86cm). Glossy
paperback cover 120 pages to write in all explorations, trip experience and many more. Thick white acid free paper to
reduce ink bleed-through Fulfil your bucket list of places you must go for the holidays. Interior Details: This Journal
includes the following sections to record your experience on each trip; Before I Go - things I want to see and do on my
trip My Trip - Space for drawing & pic/things I did My Amazing Memory - Things I do not want to forget/new friends
contact details Other information Included are Friends to call or message List of continents, their countries and capital
cities. Additional pages for personal notes and quick access reminder. Perfect for Summer camps, Christmas trips,
Family trips and much more. Great travel gift for neighbours, friends, family etc. Product is available in various cover
design options for you to choose from. For similar products like kids drawing journals, kids write and draw notebook,
sketchbook planners, to do list planners, bucket list planners, yearly planners and other everyday journals, please check
out our author page; Crown Journals
Draw & Write Journals for Kids are a Great Way to Keep the Creativity Flowing. This Travel Journal for Kids is a perfect
and easy way for your kids to capture their vacation memories. This travel journal has fun prompts, areas to doodle,
circle the answer areas, and blank areas where kids can glue in memorabilia. Need suggestions on fun items to add? No
problem! There is a section with lots of clever ideas. Large 8.5 x11 size with a blank page on one side sketching, photos,
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doodles, maps and brochures. A prompted page on the other side to capture events, dates, places, best things of the
day, ratings and highlights. Users to explore the easily overlooked and wonderful everyday details encountered while
traveling, whether near or far away. Packed with unique and fulfilling journeys that can be undertaken in any city, as well
as prompts to record every whimsical discovery, each page is a surprise.
96 pages. 6 1/4" wide x 8 1/4" high. Bookbound hardcover. Elastic band place holder. Inside back cover pocket. Acidfree, archival paper. Taking a trip? Going on vacation? Great! Use this journal to keep a record of everything! Plan your
trip and packing list Write what happened on the way there and back Write down what you did Sketch what you see Rate
each day Paste in photos, tickets, aps, postcards, and more. Keep more stuff in the back pocket. Includes maps of the
world, North America, and Europe Helpful words and phrases in other languages World facts Puzzles and games Makes
a great keepsake Recommended for ages 712
Kids can record their own traveling adventures and make a treasured memory book with this trip diary. A great travel companion that
enhances children’s excitement about new places, this activity book offers plenty of writing and drawing space and supplies a keepsake
section for ticket stubs, pictures, or other souvenirs. Helping children become involved in the early planning stages, this journal helps ease
anxiety and motivates kids to research their trip so they are excited when they arrive at their destination. Interactive text prompts children to
learn more about their travels, and new games and puzzles will add many happy hours to vacations.
Four SUPER FUN Travel Journals in ONE--Just for Kids. It's time to hit the road on your next family adventure--and kids will remember every
second of fun-filled adventure. The Ultimate Travel Journal for Kids is packed with journaling prompts and activities for up to four, so that no
memory goes unwritten. Inside these travel activities for kids, 6-9-year-olds will find guided prompts to record hopes for their trip, highlights,
new discoveries and more. Plus, this journal includes ultra-fun travel activities for kids likes fill-in the blanks and crosswords for endless
entertainment. These travel activities for kids include: Tons of Games and Activities--These travel activities for kids banish boredom during
long rides or waits with word finds, scavenger hunts, crosswords, and more! Guided Travel Writing Prompts--Young adventurers can write
down everything they see, taste, hear and more with prompts to guide observations. DIY Souvenirs--Keep this travel journal at the ready to
let kids create their very own souvenir for multiple family adventures. When you're back home and bags are unpacked, your little adventurer
can always open The Ultimate Travel Journal for Kids and relive every minute of every adventure.
The travel journal for kids is a perfect beautiful gift for boys and girls. There are many awesome activities to write notes and draw pictures.
The questions will inspire his/her creativity and make your trip more fun and excited.
India Kids Travel Journal Capture your children special moments while they're travelling with this cute diary. Interior includes: Date, location
and weather How was the day: Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write, draw, sketch or doodle) My
favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what they've learned and their favorite memory of the day Paperback matte
cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal for children. Grab a copy today!
This KIDS TRAVEL JOURNAL design for capture your memories can be used for any kind of trip. Kids Travel Journal Contain Features Two
pages for one trip split features: - Trip record: for record your trip - A Location record, Date, Weather, Rating, Best and worst of the day,
Today's Memories - A Drawing something from this day Pages Kids Travel Journal Interior Details : - 8.5"x11"-Large Print - 107 Pages (2
Pages for 1 trip / 53 Trip in this book - Premium Matte Softback - #55ln Interior Stocks Paper Kids Travel Journal Perfect for : - Gifts for your
kids - Gift for boys, girls, teens - Gift for travel planner Thank you for watching this kids travel journal
Using everyday items found in most homes, aspiring young magicians can dazzle friends and family with this best-selling kid's guide to
performing magic tricks. With the help of this book, young magicians can magically make things appear and disappear, make rubber bands
seem to go through fingers, and make ghostly names appear on water tumblers. There are eight fun categories of magic ranging from All Wet
to Amazingly Mysterious. Of course, there's Pick-A-Card--Any Card! Each activity includes step- by- step directions complete with hundreds
of delightful illustrations. Each trick is followed by an explanation of the scientific or mathematic principles that make it work.
My Travel JournalLonely Planet Kids
This large Draw and Write Journal is perfect for creative kids who encourage their children to express their imaginations while graffiti and
practicing writing stories. More than 100 pages, the blank of each page is used for graffiti, illustrations and drawings. The wide lined of each
page is used to write notes, stories, and let the kids busy exploring the world they created for hours! Product Details: High quality binding
Durable Matte Cover Half Blank and Half Wide-Ruled-Lined Large Print 8.5 x 11", Printed on Both Sides White Paper, Non-Refillable 110
Pages Printed on paper perfect for fine tip pens, colored pencils and markers Excellent Value for Money And Great Gift Idea For Kids,
Birthdays, Meeting New Friends, Family, BFF, Anniversaries, Christmas, Busy Book For Kids While Travelling, Writing Journals For Kids,
Draw And Write Notebooks, Back To School Notebooks, Teacher School Supplies And Much More! Grab A Copy For Your Kid Or As Give
This As The Perfect Gift Today!

Kids Travel Journal Thailand Capture your children special moments while they're travelling with this cute diary. Interior
includes: Date, location and weather How was the day: Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today
we...(options to write, draw, sketch or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what
they've learned and their favorite memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total
of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal for children. Grab a copy today!
Summer Journal for Kids / Travel Activities Journal This journal for your children create best summer vacation memory
,makes a great vacation & trip journal Details Summer vacation memory notebook Travel Writing for Kids The pages in
this book contain sections for date, location, Weather, Your Mood, Something that made you happy today,Who did you
spend time with today?,What did you do together?, Best food I ate today,Notes,Faorite Memories for drawing or writing
It's a perfect gift for your children 100 pages of Summer Journal for Kids 8.5 inches By 11 Inches Glossy Cover
Paperback Cover Get start Summer Journal for Kids today!
"Kids can spend many happy hours while traveling and at the same time enhance their enjoyment of new places with the
Kid's Trip Diary. Now revised and enlarged, this bestseller is a great travel companion -- good for hours of fun..." -- page
4 of cover.
The Travel Mamas' Guide is THE book on how to travel with babies and children...and stay sane! Recommended by
Working Mother Magazine, the Orlando Sentinel and "The Ricki Lake Show"---this book takes the worry out of family
vacations so traveling parents and children can focus on fun. Author Colleen Lanin (a.k.a. The Travel Mama) gives
practical advice and shares humorous tales from moms and dads, travel aficionados, and childcare experts in the guide.
Readers learn travel tips on: which toys to pack to stay sane during the journey, road trip activities, music and games to
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keep young ones happy on the road, how to actually enjoy, or at least not dread, airplane travel with children, where to
stay for optimal sleep and play during family vacations, what to feed picky eaters while away from home, how to keep
ALL members of the family happy while traveling...and much more!
Travel Activity - The Adventure Log - Vacation Road Trip Family Diary Traveling Diary Notebook for 7 Trip days. Don't let
another trip go by without capturing your child's memories! Road Trip Daily Memory Book Keepsake Journaling Car Trip
Cruise Train Plane. 60 pages of fun illustrations and prompts to write and/or draw about your journey. This travel Journal
gives your kids space to record their experience of their summer travels. Each journal page provides space tor * Detail of
your trip: I am going to....... / I am travling with.................. / I will be away for..................................... * Travel Timeline /
Packing List / List of My Friends * Trip Day for 1 - 7 days: - Detail of Weather, Today I feel, Draw something from the day,
What did I do today, Best Part. - Date / Location/ I stayed at / I raveled by / First Time Ever / What I Saw / Best food I ate
today / Today best moment - Today's favorite memory - A cool thingabout today * 2 Pages for "Some other memories of
my trip" * 22 blank pages for photo / sticker Perfect for students going on a trip during school and their parents requesting
work to take with this travel journal.
A beautifully designed Travel & Vacation Journal for kids (and grownups) who want to keep track of their adventures
while on holiday. Each spread has prompts for trip details and room to draw. With extra pages to doodle favorite sights.
The journal includes a beautifully illustrated map of the world and cute icons on each page.
Sri Lanka Kids Travel Journal - Keepsake Notebook, Vacation Diary for Children to Write In with Prompts Help your
children capture precious moments while they're travelling to beautiful places with this gorgeous diary. Interior includes:
Date, location and weather How was the day: Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to
write, draw, sketch or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what they've learned
and their favorite memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100 pages
This is a handy travel journal for children. Grab a copy today!
"The fulfilled renown of Moby-Dick and of As I Lay Dying is augmented by Blood Meridian, since Cormac McCarthy is the
worthy disciple both of Melville and Faulkner," writes esteemed literary scholar Harold Bloom in his Introduction to the
Modern Library edition. "I venture that no other living American novelist, not even Pynchon, has given us a book as
strong and memorable." Cormac McCarthy's masterwork, Blood Meridian, chronicles the brutal world of the TexasMexico borderlands in the mid-nineteenth century. Its wounded hero, the teenage Kid, must confront the extraordinary
violence of the Glanton gang, a murderous cadre on an official mission to scalp Indians and sell those scalps. Loosely
based on fact, the novel represents a genius vision of the historical West, one so fiercely realized that since its initial
publication in 1985 the canon of American literature has welcomed Blood Meridian to its shelf. "A classic American novel
of regeneration through violence," declares Michael Herr. "McCarthy can only be compared to our greatest writers."
Kids Journal To Write In: Draw and Write Journals are great for getting youngsters to develop stories and create a keepsake book that can be
used for years and years. The journal is beautifully designed for children with prompts on each page to write down everything they did for the
day. Measuring 8.5" x 11" paperback, every page has a space which encourages children to use their imagination by drawing a picture of
what they did for the day. There's a lined writing section that prompts them to write extended stories with the who, what, when, where and
why concept on each page to encourage them to really think about what they are writing. Click inside to take a look at the layout. This kids
journal to write in is the only journal that forces children to think about what they are writing and develop their English language skills. This is
the perfect gift for smart kids (age 4-10) who love to draw and write. Order your copy of the Kids Journal To Write In today.
Pack up the family car, hit the road, and entertain the kids for the entire trip - no phones or screens required! Adventure Awaits! Road Trip
Activities & Travel Journal for Kids is a must-have activity book/journal for kids to enjoy as you reach your destination. Including car games,
mad libs, puzzles, writing prompts, questionnaires, interview ideas, scavenger hunts, brainteasers, and more, this road trip book is filled with
more than 50 entertaining activities and endless fun. Design your own license plate, sketch your souvenirs, fill in bingo cards with what you
find from looking out the window, and enjoy the journey as much as the vacation itself! Author Kristy Alpert is an award-winning freelance
travel journalist and has work featured in Fodor's Travel, Travel Weekly, Yahoo! Travel, Refinery29, AFAR, and several other popular
publications.
A 2019 NEWBERY HONOR BOOK "A gripping, nuanced story of the human cost of conflict appropriate for both children and adults." -Kirkus,
starred review In the vein of Inside Out and Back Again and The War That Saved My Life comes a poignant, personal, and hopeful tale of
India's partition, and of one girl's journey to find a new home in a divided country It's 1947, and India, newly independent of British rule, has
been separated into two countries: Pakistan and India. The divide has created much tension between Hindus and Muslims, and hundreds of
thousands are killed crossing borders. Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old Nisha doesn't know where she belongs, or what her country is
anymore. When Papa decides it's too dangerous to stay in what is now Pakistan, Nisha and her family become refugees and embark first by
train but later on foot to reach her new home. The journey is long, difficult, and dangerous, and after losing her mother as a baby, Nisha can't
imagine losing her homeland, too. But even if her country has been ripped apart, Nisha still believes in the possibility of putting herself back
together. Told through Nisha's letters to her mother, The Night Diary is a heartfelt story of one girl's search for home, for her own
identity...and for a hopeful future.
Kids Travel Journal, Memory Keepsake Diary for Children, Vacations Notebook to Write In with Prompts Help your children capture precious
moments while they're travelling to beautiful places with this gorgeous diary. Interior includes: Date, location and weather How was the day:
Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write, draw, sketch or doodle) My favorite part of today... Two
boxes for children to write and draw what they've learned and their favorite memory of the day Small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100
pages Paperback matte cover finish This is a fun travel journal for children. Order today!
Vacations are important for kids and they create memories that will last a lifetime! What better way to capture those special moments than
with this high-quality kiddies travel journal? This travel journal with prompts is made specifically for children and can be used for any kind of
trip -from trips to Disney World to a fun-filled cruise or camp. This kiddies vacation journal features: Page to write out your packing list so that
you don't forget anything 31 days pages with prompts including "The best part of the day was..." favorite part of the day, best and worst part
of the day and "I learned today was...." PLUS others. A place to record the date, location, and weather An extra-large 8.5" x 11" format so
kids never run out of room to write and draw, but just the right size to slip into a backpack or suitcase. A place to write down what you did
everyday. Sketch what you saw. Paste in photos, maps, postcards Its high-quality paperback cover that features a fun design, makes it
appealing to children of all ages - from young kids to tweens and teens and a must-have item for any trip. Use this journal to keep a record of
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everything!
First published by HarperCollinsUS in 1964, this classic children’s novel has sold over 4 million copies and was awarded the New York
Times Outstanding Book Award.
An awesome and fun colorful travel journal for your kids! Traveling is the best experience we can share with our families. We have many
moments we want our kids to remember. This notebook is full of colors and is perfect for writing and remembering those moments. There are
pages with writing topic suggestions and there is enough space for creativity and drawing. We know that every child is unique and we want
them to be creative. Our kids just loved the cute cover and the handy 6x9 inch format with 110 pages to fill in 5 trips. Get this great color
adventure notebook for your kids!
The Travel Journal for Teenager allows you to collect memories of your travels, from weekends away to adventures which have shaped and
revolutionised your life The Travel Journal for Teenager and Wish List sections allow you to collect all your dreams of past and future
holidays. In the introductory pages you will find practical suggestions and tools such as a detailed planning of your travels You can record 5
long trips; you can write your travel daily plans and easily organise yourself to checklists, suggestions on places not to be missed and
budgets. Use the blank pages to collect photographs, tickets, maps and memories of a trip which has just finished The notebook will become
your Travel Journal for Teenager, to keep the memories of your adventures. Store it on your shelf along with guides and memories from your
favourite trips

Planning a Florida vacation with your kids? Make sure you grab this cool travel journal so that your children can record all the fun
you had together on this long awaited family getaway in Florida! Preserve those wonderful moments in this handy vacation journal.
Complete with writing prompts and plenty of blank space to draw or stick in the pictures and cards you collect on the way. This is a
great gift for children and a great keepsake for all the family.
This journal records your memories as you travel through each of the 50 states with prompts encourage the child or adult to learn
about the history, personality, people, and traits of the states you are traveling through or your adventure. Perfect companion for a
road trip or an educational study of the states to engage the mind, senses, and creativity. Detail: 2 pages per state: plenty room to
write and draw a picture. blank space for a little info about each state, US territories, big map for you and kids color in where
they've been. Fun activities for any age. Great for Family Keepsake, Trip Activity, Traveler, Kids. Design: Blue background "Let the
adventure begin" lettering Size: pocket size 6x9 Inches. Get start 50 States Travel Journal for Kids Let the Adventure Begin today!
Mexico Kids Travel Journal Capture your children special moments while they're travelling with this cute diary. Interior includes:
Date, location and weather How was the day: Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write,
draw, sketch or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what they've learned and their favorite
memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal
for children. Grab a copy today!
The Travel Journal Scrapbook allows you to collect memories of your travels, from weekends away to adventures which have
shaped and revolutionised your life The Travel Journal Scrapbook and Wish List sections allow you to collect all your dreams of
past and future holidays. In the introductory pages you will find practical suggestions and tools such as a detailed planning of your
travels You can record 5 long trips; you can write your travel daily plans and easily organise yourself to checklists, suggestions on
places not to be missed and budgets. Use the blank pages to collect photographs, tickets, maps and memories of a trip which has
just finished The notebook will become your Travel Journal Scrapbook, to keep the memories of your adventures. Store it on your
shelf along with guides and memories from your favourite trips
Mad Libs, the hugely popular fill-in-the-blanks word game gets ready for summer vacation with stories you can take on the road
about roadside diners, historical sights, car songs, and more. Original.
Never forget an adventure with this bright and bold journal. Packed with tons of fill-in fun, from lists and logs to doodles and
collages. Draw the view from your hotel window, create the ultimate holiday playlist, make a city skyline from your ticket stubs and
lots more. Backpack sized, with an elastic closer to keep souvenirs safe. It's a must-pack item for any trip.
Kids Travel Journal - Keepsake Notebook, Vacation Diary for Children to Write In with Prompts Help your children capture
precious moments while they're travelling to beautiful places with this gorgeous diary. Interior includes: Date, location and weather
How was the day: Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write, draw, sketch or doodle) My
favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what they've learned and their favorite memory of the day
Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal for children. Grab
a copy today!
Have a magical adventure in Lapland coming up? This book will entertain and inspire your kids about all they're about to see!
From Elf spot the difference, reindeer mazes, carrot measuring, ski designing, keeping warm sudoku, northern lights drawings and
Father Christmas colouring, this full-colour kids activity book is jam-packed with puzzles, activities, language nuggets and fun facts
appropriate for budding tiny tourists visiting Lapland. With plenty of places to draw, write and stick to create a brilliant on-the-go
travel memory book too. Pass on your own passion for travel and give them something topical to do when they're warming up
indoors Use the world as a classroom - make travel meaningful, memorable, educational and fun! Endorsed by educational
professionals; loved by children. Suitable for young children aged 5+
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